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Getting Started: mBot

On/Off switch

Sensor ports

Drive motors 
(underneath robot)

Ultrasonic sensor 
(senses distance to 
an object)

Line Follower 
(senses the color of 
the ground)

USB port

Batteries 
(underneath 
board)



Getting Started: mBlock software

To program your mBot, you will need to install the mBlock software. 
It is based on Scratch, an introductory programming language 
created by MIT.

Download the mBlock software at: 
www.mblock.cc/software/mblock/mblock3/

Run the installer and open the program.



Getting Started: mBlock software

Get the mBot ready for code:

1. Plug in 4 AA batteries
2. Turn on the robot with the switch on the side of 

the board
3. Plug the mBot into the computer with the USB 

cable



Getting Started: mBlock software

Where you write 
your code

Different commands

Categories of 
commands

When you open up the software, this is what it’ll look like.



Select correct 
USB port

Getting Started: mBlock software

Select the mCore 
board

In order to download code to the mBot, you will need to select the 
USB port that you plugged the robot into and select the mCore 
board.



Put software in arduino mode or click on the mBot 
program  header to open the Arduino code

Getting Started: mBlock software

This is where you 
upload code

You’re ready to deploy code! Try uploading the code shown below to 
verify that the process works.



Common blocks

Robot (blue):
➢ Set Motor Speed
➢ Move forward/backward/turn
➢ Light Sensor
➢ Ultrasonic Sensor

You can use these blocks to control the motion of 
your robot or to read information from the sensors.



Common blocks
Control (orange):
➢ Wait: wait a specified number of seconds

➢ Repeat: repeat the code inside the block either a specified 
number of times or until a condition is met

➢ If, If Else: if the “if” condition is met, do the code inside the 
block

Use these blocks to determine the overall flow of 
the code. It can be used to decide when and for 
how long different pieces of code are run.



Common blocks
Operators (green):
➢ Math: + , - , x ,  /
➢ Comparisons: = , < , > 
➢ Logic: and, or , not

Note: Numerical data blocks have round ends
Logical data (true/false) blocks have triangle ends
(Square boxes can take numerical data too)

Blocks must fit into the spaces on other blocks
Ex: If block takes logical data



Basic Code: Driving and Turning
Here are some examples.

This code makes the robot 
drive forward for 1 second 
and then stop.

Both of these examples 
make the robot turn. 
Download  and run 
both versions. Can you 
figure out what the 
difference is?



Challenges
1. Drive forward and stop

a. How far does the robot go if it runs for 1 second? 2 seconds?

2. Turn
a. Using the “turn” command, turn to 90, 180, and 360 degrees.
b. Now control the two drive motors separately. What happens if one motor drives 

forward and one drives backward? If one drives forward and one is stopped?

3. Drive in a square
a. How can you change to the code make the square twice as big?
b. Can you make the code use fewer blocks? (hint: use the repeat block!)

4. Drive in a circle
a. How can you change the code to make the circle bigger? Smaller?
b. Can you make the robot drive faster and keep the circle the same size?


